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Farmland Preservation ~ It’s worth it
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LeesporL ls * s an°ther in a series of scenic photos of Pennsylvania
_

, V. farmland, as it appears today. And hopefully, as it will continue toBerks County appear tomorrow and beyond.

- Photo by Dick Anglestein

Tell us about your favorite scenic farmland spot
BY DICK ANGLESTEIN

LANCASTER Do you have a
favorite scenic farmland spot?

Perhaps, it’s on your farm, a
neighbor’s ora spot you pass on the
way to town.

Ifyou know of such a spot, let us
know about it.

We'd like to include it in our
“Farmland Preservation” photo
series

Just drop us a letter or postcard,
giving the location and brief
directions onhow to find it.

Send the informationto:
Farmland Preservation Photo

LancasterFarming
P.0.80x 366

Lititz,Pa. 17543
Lancaster Farming

photographerstravel far and wide
and the next time we’re in the
area, we’ll photographthe scene.

Of course, that might be
tomorrow, next week or next
month. We don’tknow forsure. But
let us know andwe’ll try to work it
into our news and photo coverage

schedule as quickly as we can.
Also, if you’re a photo bug, we’d

be glad to consider running a photo
you’ve taken. Just send it to us and
we’ll return it later. Preferably, it
should be a black and white photo,
at least of5X7 size.

Remember, we’re primarily
interested in the land itself - not
necessarily people and livestock.
Photos similar to those you’ve
beenseeing in the series.

We’re trying to show
representative photos from many

Sealcrete can paint your farm
buildings quickly and.
inexpensively...

for
'estimate

HYDRAULICAERIAL EQUIPMENT

sections of the widespread Lan-
caster Farming circulation area
showing this greatest of natural
resources our productive
agricultural land.

We’re showing this land as it
appears today.

And hopefully, as the caption
says, as it will continue to appear
tomorrow and beyond.

The photos are a weekly
reminder of whatwe have.

And a weekly reminder of what
must be preserved so that we have

it tomorrow, too,
So get in touch with us and

become a part of this effort so
that future generations don’t have
to page through old issues of
Lancaster Farming to see how
farmland once looked.

Contact
Amos Gehman, Salesman

Seal Crete, Inc.
RD2, Ephrata, PA

717-8591127


